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A PERSONAL INVITATION.
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK I8 YOURS! WE OF THE NATIONAL PARK
SERVICE WANT TO HELP YOU TO MAKE FRIENDS WITH YOUR PARK
AND TO UNDERSTAND IT IN ITS EVERY MOOD . ALL OF THE FOLLOW'
ING SERVICE IS OFFERED TO YOU

free

BY YOUR GOVERNMENT:

Visit the Yosemite Museum!
Here you will learn the full story of the Park ---- what tools were used by
the great Sculptor in carving this mighty granite-walled gorge ; who lived
here before the white man came ; how the Days of Gold led to Yosemite 's
discovery ; how the pioneers prepared the way for you ; and how the birds
and mammals and trees and flowers live together in congenial communities
waiting to make your acquaintance.
Plan your trail trips on the large scale models in the Geography Room.
The Yosemite Library in the museum provides references oh all phases of
Yosemite history and natural history.
Popular lectures on Yosemite geology and other branches of natural history are given by nature guides at scheduled times each day.
The nature guide on duty will be more than willing to answer your ques tions on any subject.

Go Afield with a Nature Guide !
Take advantage of this free service that will help you to know your Park.
A competent scientist will conduct you over Yosemite trails, and from him
you may learn first hand of the native flowers, trees, birds, mammals, and
geological features.
See Schedule of Nature Guide Field Trips.

Visit Glacier Point Lookout !
From there you will obtain an unexcelled view of Yosemite 's High Sierra.
The binocular telescope will bring Mt . Lyell to within one third of a mile
from where you stand ; you can recognize friends climbing trails several
miles away . The Nature Guide in attendance will help you to operate it and
will explain what you see.
A small library is at your command.
You will enjoy the informal nightly campfire talks given here.

Attend the Nature Guide Campfire Talks !
In addition to the museum lectures members of the educational staff
give talks as a part of the evening program at Camp Curry .and Yosemite Lodge . Non-technical explanations of how Yosemite came to be ; what
you may expect of Yosemite bears ; how the local Indians lived ; what birds
you see about your camps ; what trout you will catch in Yosemite waters;
how you may best visit the wonderland of the summit region ; and scores
of similar subjects are given by the National Park Service Nature Guides.
ALL OF THESE OPPORTUNITIES ARE PROVIDED FREE OF
CHARGE BY YOUR GOVERNMENT.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM—
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OUR NEW CLOTHES
In July, 1922, the first number Launching into the business of
o . 'Nmure Notes" appeared. It was printing thousands of copies of a
produ g ed by the Park Service that regularly published journal, even
the activities of the Yosemite Na- though it be small, is not a simple
tree Guide Service and the Yosem- matter for those uninitiated in the
Be museum might be made known craft of printing . Without the aid
to the public . Since that initial of Mr .-C . B . Marker of the Berkeley
n''mber the little mimeographed public school system the Yosemite
pnhication has circulated widely, museum staff would have fou e d'.
mid its material has been ext, , their new printing plant a veritable
s ' vely used by newspapers and while elephant . To Mr. Marker we
magazines in telling the world ci are indebted for much patient inthe educational work in Yosemite . struction and generous all-around
So much encoura rnient for en- assistance.
larging and extending the scope of The Stockton Record, Stockton,
"Nature Notes" has been received California, has for years consistentthst it has been decided to make ly boosted the nature study 1de-_
it the official organ of the Yo- The most excellent "Out-door Seesemi'e Natural History Association, tion" of that newspaper has done a
as well as of the Yosemite museum great deal to make the educations'
and the Yosemite Nature Guide work of national parks a succese
Service . Th i s affiliation, we he- Now Mr. G. E . Reynolds, editor e"
Iieve, will lend much to the The Record, has enlisted the fords
strength of the entire educational of his composing room in the work
system of Yosemite . As a purely of giving the Yosemite Natur e l
Park Service publ i cation it was, be- History Association an official orcause of lack of funds, impossible gan in printed form . The type from
to produce it in other than mimeo- which these pages were prin te d
graphed form . In such form it was produced by the linotype maw-es . of course, impossible to ren°"- chines of The Stockton Record . 1s
duce photographs or figures . And, it necessary to explain that we ^e
too to the everage individual roi deeply grateful to The Record fee
particularly interested in Yosemite . saving us the tedious Iabor of -et s appearanee did not encourage ting up this type by hand"
careful perusal . It is our ambition thermore, we may remark that we
to produce the new "Nature Notes" count ourselves fortunate to e'"
in a form sufficiently
space in so worthy a chronicl e t f
to induce all who come in contact out-door activities as is The Reewith it to give it some considers- ord ' s "Out-o ' -Door Section ."
tion .
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THE MESSAGE OF NATIONAL PARKS
By ANSEL F. HASH.
Chief Naturalist, U . S . N . P . S.
OU HAVE probably visited one, or perhaps several, of the nineteen
scenic masterpieces that have been set aside for you and your
children for all time to come—but have you ever stopped to reflect
upon the message that you carried away with you? You pronounced
your vacation the biggest event of the year ; but why? Was it the ,
physical exhilaration of red blood racing through your veins ; was it
an impression of grandeur and beauty almost beyond human comprehension ; or was it a spiritual something that you have longed to express
and could not, even to yourself? There is joy in this exhilaration, this
impression, this inspiration, and now that joy is being made more complete by the additional satisfaction of complete understanding.
The spirit of - Wanting-to-know
Assaciation,
was eonis making itself felt in all of the History
parks . Call it the educational str .icied to house these collections.
The' Yosemite Nature Guide
movement, the museum movement,
by Dr.
II .e nature guide movement, or & twice was established
what you will—it exists because it . Harold C . Bryant, at first largely
personal
contributions,
is based upon the need that is be through
tag felt by the multi t udes . The but always with the co-operal on
parks were set aside by our far- of the ha , ional Park Service. w' 1 h
seeing fathers that they might al- the California State Fish and
ways be ours . Then decades were Game Commission ; the group of
spent . in preparing the way for us sclentists who are members of Ih'
at our physical wants might he Yosemite Nature Guide Service
eat isfied, and now, at last, we are deriver ni thtly campfire tasks on
reedy to take away from the parks natural hist ory su' jects of greatan inspiration based upon under- est popular interest.
Co-operating with a number of
sanding .
organizations
and
inritIt is in Yosemite that the Ne-. viduals,
other the
Yosemite Natural Hishas
first
con
tion ; .tl par k service
s
t to provide Iery Association erected a p lccentrated its effor
the visitor with it satisfaction far turesque granite lookout station et.
deeper than that which irises Gtacie'' Yoinl and equipped it w ' th
obtainable.
from
mere sightseeing
thewonderful
finest telescope
of co-operation
shownThe
by spirit
the his
instrument hrin ,gs
many friends of the park during one in cant act with even the mast
the past five years has made rt distant peaks of the high Sierra-spectacut r demonstration of t he
possible to accomplish results ag eological
so simply told by
which had scarcely been hoped the nature story
gu i de on duty at this
for .
p
The valuable collections of the point.
One of the most recent moveYosemite Museum were built up ments sponsored by the park sett salmost entirely by the visitors tce is the establishment of the Yethemselves ; a splendid new fire- Semite library, which g rows eapidprooi building, a gift of the Lawn ly, as did the Yosemite museum,
Spellman Rockefeller Memorial because cf the personal enthu .siassisted by the Yosemite Natural assn of the many persons interjy
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ested In it . This enthusiasm ex- be close to the hearts of the
tends not merely to the donation people—and it is . Within a decof books but equipment and fu,- ade the slogan "See your national
nishings as well ; one of Yosemite's parks" will also mean "Know your
staunchest friends insisted upon national parks .'
building a fine big fireplace that
will always be expressive of the
cheerfulness of the out-of-doors .
Yosemite museum staff
Yosemite Nature Notes waa in Berkeley
started four years ago with the That the preparation of exIdea of reaching out to the hun- hibits for the new museum may be
dreds of persons who wished to facilitated by ready access to malead parties afield during the sum- terials and reference works of the
mer months, teaching them to University of California, tempo"learn to read the trailside" and rary headquarters have been eskeep in touch with the valley they tablished in Berkeley, Donald
love so well and to carry to them McLean of Coulterville has been
intimate knowledge of the many engaged as assistant park naturalphases of its fascinating story . So ist . This has been made possib e
great has been the demand for by funds provided ny the Laura
this little publication that the Yo- Spellman Rockefeller memorial.
aemite Natural History Associa Mr . McLean has always resided in
'ion has determined to co-operate the Yosemite region, and for years
with the National Park Service by has stunted the native fauna.
printing it . so that it will carry Working with hr . Joseph Grinnell.
the message of Yosemite le a author of "Animal Life in Yogreater number than ever before .
Semite ." he has been prepared to
In all these ways and in many assume the work that will be his
others you will be helped to know at the Yosemite Museum E . J.
the Yosemite, but there is a crying Sawyer . park naturalist of Yellowneed for just such service in the stone National Park, has been
eighteen other national parks In temporarily assigned to duty with
some of then (as in Yellowstone the Yosemite staff . The drawings
and in Mount Rainier) park netu- used in Nature Notes are prodea fists have been apnointe ' and ucts of Mr . Sawyer's art work.
are building the foundations for Chief Naturalist Hall, Museum
lust such a service as has rown Archili ct Maier and Park Natuup in Yosemite . In other parks ralist Russel! are co-operating in
'hc spirit of wanting to know has making ready the new exhibits.
led to spontaneous effo r ts even n Their first undertaking is the
the face of mast discouraging con- preparation of a series of large
ditions . In Sequoia National models portraying the forming of
Park, for example, splendid mu- Yosemite valley . Dr . F . E . Matseum collections have been formed thee of the United States Gooby Judge Walter Fry, but these logical Survey has provided the
valuable co'lecliona are hous d geological data that these interin tents because no quarters and e; lating models are based on . Mr.
no eovernment appropriations are Hall ' s previous experience in modavailable . A movement that sue- sling Yceemite in bas-relief as ceeds under ouch conditions must sores the success of the project,

YOSEMITE NATURE NOTES
Published weekly in summer and monthly in winter by the
National Park Service in cooperation with the Yosemite Natural History Association.
The articles published in "Yosemite Nature Notes" are 'not
copyrighted . It is intended that these articles shall be freely
used by the press and by all periodicals that believe in the
value of National, Parks . When material from this publication
is used due credit should be given.
Communications should be addressed to C .P.Russell, Park
Naturalist, Yosemite National Park .

Not a few Yosemite
visisitors are led to ask
about the bear ' s everyday habits . If you care
to rout a bear from his
day-time retreat, climb
the talus between El
Capitan and the Three
Brothers .There, a thousand feet above the garbage dump you will find
the scene here shown .
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WINTER DENS OF BLACK BEARS
By, C. P. RUSSELL
Park Naturalist, Yosemite National Park
The confidence that Yosemite's or twelve bears feeding at one
wild animals display in human time in the Demon orchard, and
kind makes it possible to gain an the orchard at Camp Curry is
intimate understanding of their quite as popular . The garbage
habits and behavior, which has cans at the rear of every Yosemite
been quite out of reach until re- home also offer inducements . Cercent years . For example, few me- Cain bears establish definite beats,
ords have been made of observa- and their movements are so regutions on hibernating bears in a lar that the nightly visits to any
can be foretruly wild state ; at any rate, such particular residence
records pertaining to certain In- told to the hour . Not always do
dividual animals, with accurate the
hungry
limit
their activities
to beasts
garbage
. Frequently
dates,
have
been difficult
to 013-during
.
In
Yosemite
many
animals
this
period
of
ravenous
upLain
may be recognized through long petites camps and dwellings mire
acquaintance either by natural raided, and with some of the hupecullarities of coloration or arts- man population,abears
repute.
parklose
ranger
is
'ficial
markings
. Inhabitants
of to
Yosenate
thus find
it possible
called
calledupon to administer punish ment with a ' shotgun charged
check the activities of the beasts, with
y and such records as the bear "Bit- with fine shot . But the bear is
lie's" hibernating datesvolume
reported
mischievous
rather
than
3, primarily
vicious, and
very rarely,
indeed,
In . "Nature Notes,
is
it
necessary
to
go
a
gunning
for
No . 2, are forthcoming .
him with a weapon designed to
Experiences here point to the kill.
fact that Sierra bears may or may Since the last cold, snowy days
not become, inactive in winter . of December the number of active
Whether they hibernate or sally bears about the valley has steadily
forth
daily
to feel depends upon diminished until now there are but
weather
cohditions and the avail- a very few of the animals putting
ability of food . Robert
Selby
garbage
for severril years cared. who
for in an appearance . At the.
evidence
that
"Brownie- and -"Billie," two Yo- hungry
there
is
still
bears
comee
semite zoo bears that were lib- to ngry
t
. The
few
and retu r
ght an
era s ed last spring, found that the to their dens for
night
the
day.
animals came from their rock den trails s are
ee
recentandduaandandtheof
writfor food every day in the year.
Freeland
the
They were somewhat sleepy and elr determined
m
to track one
the
stupid, perhaps, during the usual
his place df day asks
hibernating period, but feed they restts . Nmerous
individual trackse
did throughout the coldest win- in .heNumerous
vicinity off the e garbage
ters . This Is in keeping with other dump converged
at the
experiences with captive bears, the canyon between
Elmouth
Capitanoff
which, sure of their food, have not and the Three Brothers . Flere a
gone into a true winter sleep .
well defined trail had conducted
Bears Most Conspicuous
all of the makers of tracks up the
in Late Autumn
precipitous talus slope . It was a
During the fall months and well simple matter to follow the bear
into December the bears of Yo- trail so far as visibility was eonsemite spend much of their time cerned, for in all places it was
eating. At this time they are very plainly marked by the many
conspicuous about the valley and padded feet of the beasts that
apparently more numerous than used it . In earthy places, not too
at other seasons This, perhaps, is cluttered with granite . the pathdue to the fact that many have way had been cut in to a depth of
spent the summer at Glacier Point four inches by the many bruin
and in other sections of the enor- generations that have passed over
moue country adjacent to the it . But bears do not lay out their
"rim" then migrate to the valley trails with a view to making easy
floor where an abundance of food grades, nor do they clear their
awaits them, The orchards set out roadways of overhanging brush
by pioneers of Yosemite provide that may impede the being that
great quantities of apples, of walks upright . There were no sigwhich the bears are very fond . It zags in the trail, and it was often
is no uncommon sight to find ten necessary for us to proceed on
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hands and knees
through the them . Two were located within
Ceanothus and Manzanita thickets well sheltered caves, and the other
a natural depression
which it traversed . Our burdens occupied
of cameras, tripods, and flashlight near the mouth of a cave, but in
paraphernalia did not add to the the open . All were well followed
facility with which we negotiated out in soft soil so as to accornis
the verticalitles . Flashlight equip- modate the curled up body of
mnent was carried that no oppor- occupant . They were lined with
tunities to photograph the inte- a litter of fine forest debris, which
the bear probably had no part in
rior of a den might be lost .
T h e sun-drenched slope up Placing there . Scattered about
which we clambered was so heated were a few green Douglas Fu
even on this mid-winter day, that bows, which apparently had been
we sought the shade of evergreen chewed by bears . It is puss b e
Golden Cup Oaks in which to that this material forms a small
rest . Small wonder that bears in . part of their diet at this season,
habiting the sunny north wall of If this be the case, they have no
Yosemite fail to hibernate! Below doubt been eaten to obtain a
us. in the everlastirg shade of the medicinal effect upon the digesre p tract . Some observers have
sou ' h wall the snow and ice of
January gripped the part of yo_ reported hears eating pine needles
before going to their winter bets.
Semite that experiences true winOne
the caverns
: a
ter, but at our feet were grasses beet was of low roofed ns but t roomy
y : it
yet green and not a few plants was perhaps twenty feet deep qn t
such as violets and wild straw- quits as wit' .
.\ little cautious
berries with verdant and appal- investigation with a flash light asently active leaves . Surely it was evred us that no bear was at
not a spot in which to l ook for home, and no flashlight picture
lethargic bears in the stupor of was made . But from the interior
winter sleep,
a picture was obtained by pointThe Bears' High Retreat Found
ing the leas toward the entrance.
At the very top of the great The other cave containing a le d
slope, close under the east wall of was much smaller than the first,
F.1 Capitan the trail terminated in but quite as well sh ;'lteri'u
a jumble of huge bounders, rock
From the sunny prominence on
masses fallen from the cliff above the top of the talus we gazed
Here, 1000 feet above x usemtte across the valley to the deep
valley's flat floor was the bears' shaded and snow covered wall opretreat.
posite .
There, too, are known
Everywhere were evidences of bear trails and bear dens . What
the animals that occupied the the status of bears inhabiting the
place—fresh signs, so fresh in wintry half of the valley may be
fact that we believed we had can be determined only by making
startled bruin from his bed, Three the dens a visit .. Another day, and
beds were found, and tracks and we will investigate the talus unsigns were equally fresh at all of der Cathedral Rocks.
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FIELD NOTES
BALD EAGLES NEST NEAR YOSEMITE
By DONALD McLEAN
1175istant Park Naturalist, 1 osentitc National Park
in the vicinity of Bower Cave,
thirty
miles west of Yosembout
e, near the junction of the North
ark of the pierced river and Bull
reek, bald eagles have nested for
Ome time in cliffs on the canyon
all . These birds have come back
ear after year for at least seven
ears, according to one °of the
anchors who lives nearby . Someow they have been overlooked
by the various zoological expeditions sent into tie region to gather data and specimens of scientific
1111 porl anee.
I had often seen the bird ;, near
My home . about five miles from
the nest site, but had never realized that the nest was so close,
until a gentleman living in
tile
relghborhood told me about it.
Since then I have tried le get to
the nest but found it almost impossible ; so I have had to content
Myself with watching the birds.
The male, as I took him to be, ,
palled high over the canyon on one
"They started mock fightina,
Occasion and did not appear the each diving at the other with legs
. ease concerned with my presence stretched ant and feet spread ."
n the vicinity . The female, howvet'. sailed around much lower maneuvers t i ey lost perhaps 300
nd was probably wotehing my feet in elevation and traveled
movements over the canyon slope . probably a mile from the starting
Another time I watched the point.
courting procedure, which was They circled around a few
Very interesting and beautiful to times, gaining the elevation they
,lee . Both l<irds were over a west wished and breasted the wind
facing canyon slope breasting a again . line of the birds seemed to
fairly strong west breeze First tire of this and started to circle,
-One would stand facing the wind, going perhaps 2000 feet higher
pparentiv motionless ; then, the than the other . Suddenly, af t er
Other . They continued this for soaring to that elevation, it closed
everal minutes, each time facing its wings and came down like a
e breeze and then wheeling beck meteor in one plunge In the other
d they changed to another posi- bird, which paid but little atteuon . Suddenly, one of the birds tion to the performance . During
Olded its wings and plunged this splendid dive there was a
teadlong down into the canyon for very loud rushing sound . like air
only to or steam being forced out of a
everal hundred feet .
rve at the bottom and shoot uP small aperture.
. a spot near its original posi- They sailed about calmly for
On ; then the other executed the some time and then started mock
I~ me aerial performance, and each fighting, each diving at the other
.nttnued to do it until it was with legs stretched out and feet
imply a series of short dives with spread . They gave a few calls at
•arcely any spreading of wings this time, the first I had heard
etween each plunge . During these during the whole time .
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One started to still off ; the other followed and soon caught up,
sailing only a feet Or so abeve the
first and continually staking s ort
dips down . The other dipped aso;
so the distance between remained
nearly the same . One or both
called almost continually They
sailed in this manner for at least
a mile and then began to circle.
Higher and higher they went until I could only dimly see them
through the little telescope I carried . Finally they started off singee file, one behind the other, and
1 thought they were going to leave,
but suddenly one of them disappeared from the visual field I
watched the deserted one carefully . It closed its wings and came
down at a terrific speed for con.'iderable distance and checked.
There was the other just in front
of it sailing about . Then another
swoop and a dive and both were
down over the canyon again One
f'ew over to a large dead pine on
one of the ridges and lit . The other went out of sight up the canyon sailing leisurely.
The birds are great wanderers;
so let ' s watch in Yosemite this
summer for this superb Master of
"It is a revelation to moss of us
the air . A sight of one would be
to discover that a dozen of the
of record importance .
little frogs have produced the
music that we believed nothing
less than a thousand could create ."

HYLAS BREEDING

the vocal cords to the lungs, If
By C. P . RUSSELL
you have observed Hylas, singing.
Is there anything more indicative you have, no doubt, been astonished
at the
greatthe
swelling
which asof the arrival of spring than the peared
under
frog's throat
. This
ringing chorus of Hylas from the sac-like enlar gement is the vocal
e
pools? In Yosemite, as elsewhe,
a resonator,
these harbingers of warmer drys pouch
and
serves the volume of
which
increases
and moderate nights lend their im- sound.
portent bit to the spirit of the se iBut why tie happy excitement
son .
in the pools?
The numerous pools that have
The business of depositing eggs
formed in Yosemite meadows now brings it about . Numerous transare populated . The tree frogs have parent gelatinous masses may be
appropriated them . Many Yosemite seen attached to sticks and subtree frogs remain active all winter . merged vegetation . They are about
At times, when the cold is so in- the size of a thimble or slightly
tense that it would seem that any larger, and throughout their irimoist-skinned amphibian would feelers are the eggs . From twenty
perish if exposed to the air, Pacific to fifty of the tiny living globules
tree frogs make it known that they are contained in each mass of geleare awake and active . Their ocra- tin . If the weather be mild and
sional harsh croakings emanating the water warm, only a few days
from a cliff side on a cold Decem- will be required for the hatching
her day carry nothing of this spirit of the 'larvae They are minute
of spring gladness that peals from black creatures at first . endowed
the pools in late February . It is a with an instinct to wriggle vigorrevelation to most of us to discover ously at the slightest disturbance.
that a dozen of the little frogs have Such wriggling saves many a tiny
produced the music that we be- " pollywog " from death at the jaws
lieved nothing less then a thousand of carnivorous Water insects . Parcould create . The explanation? Re- ing this stage they must, Of course,
sonating pouches .
hresthe by mills . As the weeks go
The notes are produced by a'' hy, they will grow and chang e
passing over vocal cords and s o four-legged cre^+u"ee en^i''ce't
" u"
may be termed true voice . The a°° lungs . July tourists will find them
is taken into the month through .,s modem
. "black toads" about thy
the nostrils and then passed wi t "' water hydrants.

HE YOSEMITE NATURAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION

ITS, PURPOSES
To gather and disseminate information on the wildlife of
the Sierras.
▪ To aid the Yosemite Museum in telling Yosemite's story.
▪ To promote the educational work of the Yosemite Nature
Guide Service.
To publish (in co-operation with the U . S. National Park
Service) "Yosemite Nature Notes".
To study living conditions, past and present, of the Indians
of the Yosemite region.
• . To maintain in Yosemite Valley a library of historical,
scientific, and popular interest.
7. To further scientific investigation along lines of greatest
popular interest and to publish, from time to time, bulletins
of nontechnical nature.
To strictly limit the activities of the association to purposes
which shall be scientific and educational, in order that the
organization shall not be operated for profit.
MAY WE SEND YOU EACH ISSUE OF YOSEMITE
NATURE NOTES?
Your check for $2 .0o sent to the Park Naturalist, Yosemite
ational Park, will help to pay the cost of its publication for
tine year and make you a member of the Yosemite Natural
1 'story Association for the same period.
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR YOSEMITE.

' ROM THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OUT-DOOR
RECREATION
Called by PRESIDENT COOLIDGE
THAT THE CONFERENCE ENDORSE NATURE STUDY IN SCHOOLS
ND THE EXTENSION OF THE NATURE STUDY IDEA TO EVERY
MERICAN SCHOOL AND FAMILY ;
THAT THE ESTABLISH'
ENT OF MUSEUMS OF NATURAL HISTORY IN NATIONAL PARKS
ILL INCREASE THE EDUCATIONAL RECREATIONAL VALUE OP THE
' ARKS" . —Resolution of the Conference.

